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ABSTRACT
The tnethod of analysis of the itnpact of mine closure upon the water environtnent has been
presented. This in1pact will depend on whether the workings will be con1pletely flooded or only up
to the level of connection with a neighbour tnine. The way of approach to the problen1 of water
hazard to neighbour mines, being an effect of mine flooding, has been discussed. The way to
calculate the predicted tin1e of flooding n1ine workings has been given and the original computer
sitnulation progrmn has been presented. The expected effect of tnine flooding upon water conditions
on the ground surface and in the near surface occuring water-bearing strata has been discussed, as
well as the way of forecasting the ground surface inundation resulting of tnine flooding. The range
of tnonitoring the changes in hydrogeological conditions resulting of tnine closure has been
presented.

INTRODUCTION
The scope of probletns connected with n1ine closure is very vast and cotnprises such topics like:
correct reserves tnanagen1ent, litnitation of natural hazards and appropriate technical undertakings.
Among all processes that 1nay be initiated in the region of a tnine under closing very itnportant are
changes of water flow conditions in the rock n1ass and on the land surface. Stoppage the draining
pumps in a mine causes flooding up the \Vorkings with water intlowing frotn the surrounding rocks.
The water level in workings stabilizes in dependence on the geological structure as well as the
hydrogeological and tnining conditions.
Till now the research \vorks concetning the influence of a tnine closing on changes of
underground water flow conditions and water quality are very scarce. The sporadically occuring
prob1etns of a water hazard connected with mine closing have been solved on a base of individual
reports. Since 1991 at the Central Mining Institute in Katowice the systetnatic research has been
carried on the hydrogeological problen1s connected \Vith tnine closing, taking into consideration the
up to date experiences in that don1ain.
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The hydrogeological problen1s connected with tnine closing has an in1po11ant practical meaning
for the sake of the occuring thereby \Vater hazard to the active n1ine \vorkings, especially in the
adjacent n1ines, and, in sotne cases, for the ground surface and thereon situated objects. hnportant is
also influence of tnine closing on the existing \Vi thin the n1ine water intakes, that can be destroyed by
contatnination of the drinking water with highly tnineralized mine \Vater.
The closure of particular tnines tnay cause the changes of hydrogeological conditions on large
areas and especially occurence of the uncontrolled \Vater flow fron1 the n1ine under closing to the
adjacent mines, creating the \Vater hazard for these n1ines. Therefore, before stopping the pumps in a
tnine, the analysis of consequences of ceasing the water ptunping should be canied out. Such
analysis should take into consideration the probletn of \Vater hazard for adjacent tnines, as well as
the itnpact of n1ine flooding on the environtnent and \Vater rnanagen1ent.
In the fratne\vork of the \Vater hazard's evaluation there are to be detennined:
1I the forecasted water level in the \vorkings, based on the analysis of hydraulic connections \vith
adjacent n1ines and possibilities of water flo\v in workings and fissure zones,
2/ the forecasted course of flooding up the workings in tin1e, based on the calculated capacity of
workings and drained rock tnass as well as on the actual and forecasted rate of \Vater flo\v into the
n11ne,
3/ possibilities of water hazard for the adjacent tnine, based on the analysis of tightness and
strength of border pillars, probable paths of water flow, conditions of creating the uncontrolled \Vater
reservoirs in goaf, as well as on the analysis of forecasted rate of water inflow tl·on1 the tnine under
closing, taking into account the capacity of draining system reserve in the adjacent tnine.
ln the fran1e\vork of evaluation the impact of a flooded tnine on enviromnent, the following
should be detern1ined:
1/ predicted tnineralization and chen1ical cotnposition of water accutnulated in goaf of flooded
n1ine and of \Vater flowing frotn that tnine to the adjacent one,
2/ predicted in1pact of tnine flooding on existing \Vater intakes and evaluation of the possible
changes of water managen1ent in the region of flooded n1ine,
3/ predicted in1pact of n1ine flooding on the \Vater conditions in strata occuring close to the land
surface and on the surface,
4/ \vays of filling shafts to close the hydraulic connections between water-bearing strata
containing chemically different waters.

HYDRAULIC CONNECTIONS BETWEEN MINE WORKINGS
AND MAXIMlTM LEVEL OF \VATER RISING IN GOAF

For the conect evaluation of the course of flooding up the tnine, substantial n1eaning has the
distinction between separate n1ines and groups of rnines.
The separate mines are the ones having one drainage system and no connections with another
mines. The group of mines con1poses of parts of a tnine independently drained and/or of tnines
connected between thetn by the controlled or/end uncontrolled flo\v paths.
To evaluate the water hazard for n1ines adjacent to the tnine being flooded and to elaborate the
forecast of the course of flooding the group of tnines, the identification of all connections bet\veen
the flooded mine and the adjacent tnines is necessary, as well as the detennination of the datum of
lowest connection. Thereby the possibility of occurence of uncontrolled paths of water flow between
mines has to be taken into consideration.
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Substantial n1ay be here zones of weakening of border pillars. Most in1portant factors influencing
the strength of a border pillar are n1ine workings, that locally n1ay cause decreasing of its width.
Thereby the possibility of son1e enor of n1ap projection of workings allways has to be taken into
consideration, chiefly caused by independent 1napping of flooded and adjacent n1ines. Son1eti1nes
tnay occur cases of workings not n1arked on n1ine tnaps.
The \Veakening of a border pillar may be also caused by fracturation of rocks induced by n1ining
and by tcctonik defonnations, especially in the case of differently situated tnine borders in different
coal seatns. The fault fissures thought to be closed n1ay open under influence of a great hydraulic
gradient caused by the water level rise in flooded tnine. The n1any years lasting exploitation of coal
seruns in the Upper Silesian Coal Basin has datnaged in tnajority of n1ines the border pillars, which
therefore have lost their initial strength and isolation propet1ies.
The strength of border pillars tnay be evaluated with help of the fonnulas used to calculate the
ditnentions of safety pillars between underground water bodies and n1ine workings, but also the
additional factors have to been taken into consideration, that could reduce their strength or tightness.
The width of a border pillar should be checked for the water pressure in flooded tnine on the level of
working being protected with the pillar.
Stoppage of the n1ine drainage in a separated tnine causes flooding the n1ine workings with water
inflovving fr01n the surrounding rock n1ass. The water table gradually rises till the hydrodynatnical
balance vvith water-bearing strata in surrounding forn1ations is achieved. Theoretically the water
table in goaf should stabilize on the level of static water table in the Carboniferous \Vater-bem·ing
horizon.
If the static water table stabilize close to the land surface, the inundation of the ground is possible
and it needs the additional analysis.
Ceasing the tnine drainage in a single 1nine within the group of n1incs causes flooding of tninc
workings till the level of lo\vest connection vvith an adjacent tnine. Thereafter the \Vater tlo\ving into
the flooded n1ine vvilJ flow over to the adjacent tnine. If the ptunp station of the adjacent tnine has
the sufficient reserve of the drainage capacity and can ptnnp out the additional vvater, the flooding
process will finish and the \Vater table in flooded rnine will stay on the level of connection. In
opposite case, the drainage of the adjacent n1ine will have to be switched on: the adjacent n1ine will
be flooded too till the water level in its workings equals \Vith the one in the first n1ine. Futiher on the
both mines \vill be flooded sitnultaneously. Water will rise in the workings of both n1ines till the
lowest connection \Vith another adjacent n1ine and thereafter the process will repeat.

FORECAST OF THE COURSE OF MINE FLOODING
The evaluation of the titne of flooding the particular mine levels needs the detennination of goaf
capacity, it is the con11non volutne of all etnpty spaces in goaf that can be or are filled with free
water. Owing to the pm1ia1 con1pression of goaf by subsiding overlying layers, its water capacity is
allways lower than the volun1e of extracted coal. It is calculated as the product of the volume of
extracted coal and the coefficient of water capacity of goaf [ 1].
Whithin the depression cone induced by the 1nine workings, rocks are deprived of water. It
concerns as well the pore spaces, fron1 \vhich water has been filtered oft: as the fissures and layers
separation in rocks occuring above the caving zones. Evaluation of the water capacity of rocks is
generally difficult. Usually it is detennined basing on the general hydrogeological reconnaissance of
the region. In the rock tnass with predotninance of sandstones, the water capacity of rocks may be
much higher than the one of goaf itself.
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The capacity of mine workings and of surrounding rocks is calculated in son1e depth intervals,
which are usually determined by the particular tnine levels and the levels of connections with
adjacent tnines. Constant depth intervals, for instance every 50 or 100 111, tnay be also accepted.
To predict the course and dynatnics of the process of flooding the tnine workings, apart frotn the
analysis of workings geon1etry and their capacity, elaboration of the \Vater inflow characteristics of
the mine is indispensable. The characteristics should contain infonnations of the disposition of water
inflows in the workings, location of the concentrated inflo,vs and their rates, as \veil as the
detennination of total inflow rates to pat1icular tnine levels or tnine parts. Moreover the rates of
water flow to pumping stations in separated drainage systen1s should be given. The characteristics
should also contain infonnations on the location and capacity of actually existing \Vater reservoirs in
goaf and on the chetnical c01nposition of tnine \Vater.
Owing to the cotnplicated configuration of tnine workings and con1plex hydrogeological
cinditions of the drained rock mass, the construction of an accurate nun1eric tnodel, that would allow
the exact prediction of the changes of inflow rates in the course of flooding the tnine, \VOttld be very
labour-consuming and oHen quite unfeasible. For the practical evaluation of these changes some
simplifications are necessary. There is accepted usually the simplified calculation schen1e based on
the following assumptions:
1. when the flooding of a 1nine progresses, the water table rises in the n1ine workings,

2. in the every phase of flooding, the rates of \Vater inflows situated above the water level stay
unchaged, while the rates of water inflows situated below the water level decrease
propo11ionally to the decreasing of the depression caused by workings in the alin1enting waterbearing horizon,
3. all water inflows to the tnine origin frotn the confined horizons, belonging to the
Carboniferous water-bearing systen1 and their static water table stabilize on the smne bight.
The titne of flooding the tnine workings is the quotient of their capacity by the inflow rate. Owing
to the complicated geotnetry of tnine workings, inegular lay-out of tnine workings in vertical profile
and differenciated rates of water inflows, being function of the depth of water table, the calculation
of flooding titne is usually burdened with sotne error. To decrease this enor, the capacities of
workings and times of their flooding are calculated in the specified depth intervals, for which the
average water inflow rates are detennined.
In the Central Mining Institute the special computer progrmn has been elaborated [2] that enables
the construction of a group of interconnected mines. Such n1odel enable the sitnulation of the titning
of flooding the group of tnines starting by ceasing drainage in an optional n1ine of the group.Thercby
the flow rates between particular 1nines are calculated.
The flooding of a tnine can be disturbed if in the workings occur closed water dan1s or other tight
stoppings. Such dan1s or stoppings have definite strength to the \Vater pressure in the damtned space.
When the tnine \vorkings becon1e flooded, the \Vater pressure on one side of a dmn tnay exceed its
strength causing its dmnage and unpredicted sudden water flow. Therefore, before closing the tnine,
the free flow of water across dan1s and stoppings of all kinds should be ensured.

WATER HAZARD FOR ADJACENT MINES

In the conditions of vety con1plicated net of n1ine workings, layd-out on various levels and in
various coal seams, and in the rock n1ass heterogeneous and disturbed with tectonic and tnining
defonnations, the uncontrolled \Vater tlo\v from a flooded tnine to lo\vcr situated \Vorkings of an
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adjacent tnine is allways possible. Such possibility concen1s the majority of n1ines in the Upper
Silesian Coal Basin and especially the tnines situated in the northern part of the Basin. The flooding
of sotne of these n1ines will cause the flooding of adjacent tnines, despite existing therein the
efficient drainage systetn. This results from the difference of inflow rates and the reserves of
pumping capacities in both tnines. This probletn needs every tin1es the detailed analysis of the flow
paths and rates of flo\.v from the flooded Jnine to the adjacent one.
The analysis of \Vater tnigration paths in tnine workings should also take into consideration the
possibility of fanning the uncontrolled \Vater reservoirs in goaf. Such reservoirs, of unknown range,
may endanger the active mine workings. There is to be en1phasized that in the tnining practice the
rnost dangerous tor hutnan lite are water inrushes fr01n unidentified flooded workings.
Taking into consideration the anticipated rate of \Vater intlo\v fron1 the flooded n1ine, the existing
reserve of the drainage systen1 as \veil as the location of workings and ptunp stations should be
analysed. It is especially substantial in tnines having lower \Vater inflow than the adjacent n1ine.
Such mines have usually sJnall reserves of pu1nping capacities, adequate to their natural inflow rates,
therefore in the case of itnpottant additional inflow fr01n an adjacent tnine, such 1nine can become
flooded too.

PREDICTION THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF FLOODING A l\11NE

Rate of water inflow to a tnine after its flooding wiJI depend on the bight, on \vhich the water
level in tnine workings will stabilize. In the case of separate 1nine, in which the \Vater table will
stabilize on the average hight of piezotnetric level of the Carboniferous water-bearing horizon, the
water inflow \Viii disappear. The \Vater in 1nine workings will be in hydrodynmnic balance \Vith
underground water in the Carboniferous \Vater-bearing strata. In the case of existing hydraulic
connections with water-bearing strata in the overburden of Carboniferous tneasures, the \Vater table
in mine may stabilize on the intem1ediate level, being the resultant of water pressures in the
Carboniferous and overburden fonnations. In the tnine workings and their surrounding a ne\v
hydrodynmnic equilibriu1n systetn \viii be forn1ed.
In the case of a group of tnines, the \Vater table will stabilize on the bight of the lo\vest connection
with an adjacent n1ine and the \Vater inflo\v will be function of this bight.
The n1ineralization of \Vater intlowing to n1ine workings and its chetnical con1position will be
resultants of water inflo\vs to the 1nine by the given position of \Vater table in the n1ine workings.
The prediction of the tnineralization and contain of particular ions n1ay be detennined
approxin1atively as the weighted 1neans of the values of these parmneters detennined for particular
inflows. The weights should be the predicted inflow rates.
The partial flooding of a mine up to the level of the lowest connection \Vith an adjacent 1nine
won't cause any substantial decreasing of the range of depression cone of the closed tnine. Within
reach of the draining influence of the n1ine will continue the tnixing of waters flowing from different
hydrochemical zones. In dependence on the adopted solutions of water tnanagement in the flooded
tnine, the water appropriate to econon1ic utilization may be further putnped out of the workings that
have not been flooded. In other case, the tnixed water will flow to the adjacent tnine and only below
the connection level in the flooded workings will appear conditions to forn1 the natural
hydroche1nical stratification of water.
After the total flooding of the closed tnine the average mineralization of water in the workings
will be first lower than in the surrounding rocks, especially on the deep 1nine levels. With titne the
mineralization of \Vater in n1ine \Vorkings will differentiate. On the deep levels it will increase and
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on shallow ones - decrease. The changes of the tnineralization \viii tend to its ditferentiation with
depth according to the natural hydrochen1ical gradient in the region.
Within titne the \Vater stagnating in flooded \Vorkings will enrich with sulphates and dissolved
hydrogen sulfide. This process is caused by dissolving the products of pirite oxidation and titnber
decaying. Possible is also an increase of iron content as vvell as a bacterial pollution of the \Vater.
The shafts of closed n1ine should be filled \vith rock tnaterial. Frotn the point of view of \Vater
hazard the kind of filling tnaterial has no tneaning, however it can't be waste tnaterial harn1ful for
the environtnent. The design of n1ine closure should foresee the installation of piezotnetric tubes in
sotne shafts for n1onitoring the process of flooding the workings. The shalls choosen to install the
piczon1eter tubes should be therefore filled on distinct intervals with pennea~1le n1aterial.
The tnaterial filling the shafts tnay \vith titne consolidate and subside, therefore its replenishtnent
may be necessary. All filled shafts should be marked fast in the terrain and they should be tetnporary
surveyed.
The total flooding of a tnine causes the rising of \Vater table to the hight close to the initial
hydrostatic level in the ground. The effects of changes of the \Vater flo'v patterns in the river basin
\vill be in such case differentiated, depending on the kind of hydraulic connections of the phreatic
waters \Vith the \Vater-bearing strata that fonnerly have been drained by the tnine \Vorkings. These
connections n1ay have following forn1s:
the phreatic horizon is cotnpletly isolated fron1 the \Vater-bearing horizons drained by mine
vvorkings,
the phreatic and Carboniferous \Vaters fonn the cmnn1on water-bearing horizon,
the contacts of phreatic waters with Carboniferous ones are lin1ited to the faulting zones,
d\vindling of the isolating layer and other sin1ilar structures.
In the first case the the bight of the piezmnetric level, that \vould stabilize atler flooding the
tnine, won't have any influence on the water conditions in phreatic horizon and on the surface.
Possible are only water outflows fron1 outlets of son1e \vorkings like shafts, drifts or bore-holes if
they are not correctly sealed.
In the second case, in the subsidence troughs water tnay appear on the surface. Such phenon1enon
took place in the region of sotne old n1ines in the Silesian Basin, where coal scan1s have been
exploited up to their outcrops and the n1ines have drained Quaternary deposits. After flooding the
tnines the local land inundations appeared in son1e parts of the terrain, where sotne subsidence
occured due to the tnining. The land inundations have been then liquidated by tneans of land
drainage.
ln the third case, the fon11er zones of drainage of the phreatic water tnay becon1e zones of its
alitnentation.
The predicted influence of the planned closure of a tnine n1ay be evaluated on the base of
following analysis:
analysis of changes of the hydrostatic level and the forecast of stabilized water level in
Carboniferous fonnation after flooding the n1ine,
analysis of the total subsidences of earth surface and changes of its n1orphology due to the
111111111g,

analysis of changes of the outflow conditions and \Vater retention in the river basin.
The total subsidence of the land surface in the regions, \Vherc tnining has been carried out often
since the last century, usually n1ay be detennined only approxitnatively. Especially itnportant is
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determination of subsidence values in the zones of alimentation and drainage of Carboniferous \Vater
as well as in the zones of alin1entation and drainage of phreatic \Vater in the surface river basin.
The analysis of changes of \Vater outflow and retention conditions in the river basin should enable
to point out the areas, where water table will rise, the range of areas endangered \Vith flooding and
tnoreover to detern1ine the ways of disposing the increased quantity of water frOin the river basin.

MONITORING

The course and dynatnics of the process of tnine flooding should be tnonitored to verify the
forecast and introduce eventual corrects. The n1initoring should con1prise:
observations
observations
observations
observations
observations
mine)

of \Vater level depth in all stages of n1ine flooding,
of the \Vater table changes in water-bearing strata \Vi thin the depression cone,
of \Vater quality in tnine workings,
of \Vater quality in the intakes of underground water,
of surface \Vater outflo\v and its quality (in the case of total flooding of the

In the first stage the tneasuren1ents and water smnpling n1ay be effectuated in tnine workings, but

for further n1onitoring the piezometric tubes should be instal1ed in sotne shafts or bore-holes.
In the tnines adjacent to the flooded one, the rate of \Vater flo\V in \VOrkings should be n1onitored,
especially in the regions of stated or suspected hydraulic connections \Vith the flooded tnine. Such
tnonitoring should be statted before the tnine closure to enable subsequently detennining of the rate
of water tlo\ving fron1 the flooded tnine. The changes of this flo\v rate tnay prove the forn1ation of
uncontrolled \Vater reservoirs in the tnine.
The water flo\ving tron1 the closed n1ine to the adjacent one should be tested \Vith regard to its
chemical cotnposition. The inflow of in1portant quantity of water of different tnineralization tnay
disturb the actual way of\vater selection and managetnent in the mine adjacent to the flooded one.
The above n1antioned n1onitoring should be carried on during the process of flooding the closed
mine. When the process is te1111inated, the range and frequency of observations and smnpling should
be detern1ined by the tnining geological survey adequately to the n1ining needs and regulations
concerning the hydrogeological reporting and fighting the water hazard in the underground coal
mtnes.

SUMMARY

As an effect of closure a n1ine and ceasing its drainage the tnine 'vorkings are flooded with waters
intlo\ving frotn the surrounding rock n1ass. The n1ineralization and chetnical con1position of the
intlo\ving waters depend on the hydrochetnical characteristics of drained water-bearing horizons.
During the mine flooding intlo\ving waters will be mixed and \vhen the hydrochen1ical equilibrimn
will be acieved the \Vater stratification \viii be fanned according to the regional hydrochetnical
profile.
The \Vater level in the closed n1ine depends on whether occur hydraulic connections \Vith adjacent
mines or not. In the separated tnine the \Vater level will stabilize on the bight of free \Vater table in
the surrounding rocks. In the tnine that has connections with other tnincs the water in \vorkings \viii
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rise till the lo\vest connection level is achievedand then the gravitational flow to the workings of
neighbour mine will occure.
The tnajority of coaltnines in the Upper Silesian Coal Basin are connected between them. For the
safety of active tnines adjacent to closed ones it is necessery to maintain the pumping of water in the
1nines after their closure. Therefore the tnine closures planned for the nearest years \VOn 't cause any
substantial decreasing of mine water disposed into rivers.
Before slatting the mine closure the hydrogeological report should be elaborated to detennine the
consequences of stoppage the mine drainage under the aspects of water hazard for adjacent n1ines
and its influence on the environment, \Vater intakes and so on.
In the region of closed mine and in adjacent mines the monitoring of the process of n1ine flooding
and its influence on the environment should be carried on. In the case of the total flooding the tnine
and rising the water table to the level of phreatic water, the n1onitoring should con1prisc observations
of the water table oscillations and rates of ground and surface waters flow in properly designed
points.
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